Abstract-A new laser scan matching algorithm is proposed in this paper. By constructing multiplex histograms, the new algorithm offers a simple way for importing geometrical features into the histogram method, obtaining more geometrical information from the laser scan data, and carrying out more accurate matching results. Also, an optimal maximum selection mechanism is employed to filter out the incorrect matching results, which further guarantees the matching precision. With the satisfactory matching results, the new algorithm shows a promising application prospect to the self-localization of robots. Experiments are performed to prove the feasibility and accuracy of the new algorithm.
will increase the computational burden. Histogram is another good choice for map matching in unstructured environments. Instead of extracting geometrical primitives from the raw data, this approach stores the geometrical information in the angle histogram and the translation histogram. Correlation, not cost functions, is the main mathematical tool to carry out the matching step. This method was first used to match laser scans in 1994 [6] . After that, it has been widely used in navigation, localization, and mapping [7] [8] [9] . Recently, a fast histogram matching algorithm has also been proposed [10] .
Although histogram has strong adaptability for structured and unstructured scenarios, it in fact makes a small compromise on the matching accuracy. At the same time, feature based algorithm show distinguishing advantages in matching precision when the features are easy to obtain [11] [12] . In this paper, a new multiplex histogram algorithm is presented. Through simple handlings, the new algorithm can combine feature components into the multiplex histograms, which indicates that the new algorithm inherits not only the strong adaptability from the histogram solution but also the high matching accuracy from the feature based solutions. An optimal maximum selection mechanism is employed to further guarantee the matching precision. Also, hierarchical structure is introduced to speed up the match process of the new algorithm.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Constructing Angle Histogram and Translation Histogram
A laser scan is formed by a set of distance values between the scanner and obstacles in certain directions. Each distance stands for a scan point and the points are queued according to their corresponding orientation angles in an ascending order. Figure 1 shows how a scanner carries out a sample scan.
The process of constructing an angle histogram is the process of extracting geometrical information from the scan data. A pair of adjacent scan points can determine an Adjacent Vector Angle (AVA) [10] , which is cornered by a benchmark vector and the vector linking the two adjacent points as shown in Figure 2 . The angle histogram reflects the distribution of all the AVAs among the whole 360 degree range in a pre-defined resolution. So computing the AVAs and filling them into the angle histogram is the main task in this step. Figure 2 helps to interpret the process of finding AVAs. The segment dash lines stand for the radials. P i denotes the scan point. The segments that link two scan points are adjacent vectors, and the point dash line is the benchmark vector. Then we know α and β are AVAs. Similar to the angle histogram, the translation histogram is an honest display of the distribution for measurement points in x-or y-direction. It is formed by a number of intervals whose size is determined mainly by the maximum error of the measurement. The translation histogram has an alterable number of intervals based on the features of the laser scanner and a linear sequence. Meanwhile, the translation histogram not only has plus part but also has minus part, just like a coordination axis. To insert a measurement point into a translation histogram, we should firstly find the interval where to incept the point. The equation used to computing the interval index is
where "\" is the modulo operator. If X i is positive, we insert the point into the positive part of the translation histogram, otherwise, we insert it into the minus part. An example for angle histogram and translation histogram is given in Figure 3 . We use an array to store the translation histogram, so the index along the X axis in Figure 3 is all positive. In fact, the interval with zero translation error is around the index position of 400.
B. Matching Histograms
Cross correlation is the basic mathematic tool for matching the histograms and finding the angle and translation shifts between two frames of laser scans. The definition function of cross correlation is given through
In (2), the integration result C(y) is a measurement for the correlation between two stochastic functions, f (·) and g(·), regarding to the phase-shift y. C(y) will have an absolutely maximum at s, when f (x) equals g(x + s). Based on this point, we can estimate the drift between two histograms by searching for the phase shift leading to the maximum value of the cross correlation function. Histograms of laser scan data are discrete, so we need a discrete form of (2) to carry out the matching step:
in which h 1 and h 2 are the histograms of two laser scans, n is the number of intervals in a histogram, and j is the current phase shift between h 1 and h 2 .
III. MULTIPLEX HISTOGRAMS
In the histogram matching algorithm, the angle histogram is always constructed and matched first. After the angle drift is corrected, the translation histograms are then formed to get the translation phase shifts. So angle matching results will directly influence the performance of the whole algorithm. Unfortunately, the original angle histogram construction strategy faces a shortcoming of dealing with the full range scan points. As we know, a full range scan points means that there are no obstacles in its orientation. But when analyzing the scan data, the original angle histogram construction strategy easily takes the full range scan points as obstacle points. Then points which stand for "blank" states form virtual obstacle contours, and inevitably bring in incorrect matching results. If we just filter the full range points out, the "blank" message is also abandoned. In fact, the "blank" message and the "corner" message (the edge of the "blank" and "un-blank" areas) are all important geometrical features of the scan (see Figure 4 ). If these messages can be properly used, the matching accuracy will be definitely increased.
A. Constructing Multiplex Histograms
To make good use of the "blank" and "corner" messages, we propose a new angle histogram constructing strategy. Other than using a single histogram to store all the geometrical information obtained from the laser scan, this strategy employs three different histograms to store different kinds of messages respectively. First, we give the definitions for the two newly imported histograms: "blank" histogram and "corner" histogram.
Definition-1 : "Blank" histogram is the histogram recording the distribution of the "blank" message in a laser scan on the orientation angle domain.
Definition-2 : "Corner" histogram is the histogram recording the distribution of the "corner" message in a laser scan on the orientation angle domain.
Through registering the distribution of the "blank" and "corner" in histograms, the new algorithm will have three independent histograms: blank histogram, corner histogram, and pure angle histogram (constructed after filtering out the full range points). One thing to be noted is that the three histograms have different settings on the angle domains: the "blank" histogram and the "corner" histogram are based on the true orientation angle domain of the scan points, while the pure angle histogram is based on the Adjacent Vector Angle domain. But this difference will have no effect on the angle matching results, because the phase shifts will behave invariantly if the two domains share the same resolution. An example for the construction result of multiplex histograms is shown in Figure 5 .
B. Matching Multiplex Histograms
Because two new histograms are added in, a single cross correlation obviously cannot fulfill the angle match task anymore. Here, we take the sum of the three cross correlations, which come from the pure angle histogram, the "blank" histogram, and the "corner" histogram, as a new pseudocross-correlation function to compute the angle drifts: Here, C pure angle ( j), C blank ( j) and C corner ( j) are the cross correlations of the pure angle histogram, the "blank" histogram, and the "corner" histogram respectively, with the current phase-shift of j. In practice, we can add a coefficient to each component for the purpose of adapting the contributions of different histograms in the matching result:
By tuning the three coefficients, our new algorithm can fit different environmental conditions and always carries out the best matching result. Having a new cross correlation function, the matching process of the multiplex histograms simply involves finding the phase shift j which makes (5) have the maximum value.
IV. OTHER STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING THE MATCHING PERFORMANCE
Another two strategies, which are named respectively with "optimal maximum selection mechanism" and "hierarchical histogram structure", are also employed to make the matching step work more efficiently. The optimal maximum selection mechanism helps to filter out the obvious wrong matching results, and the hierarchical histogram structure helps to speed up the matching process.
A. Optimal Maximum Selection Mechanism
Because of the existence of noise and measurement errors, wrong histogram matching results often appear. Sometimes the wrong results are difficult to recognize. But we still have the chance to find the obvious ones and filter them out. Here, the authors design a mechanism called "Optimal Maximum Selection" to solve this problem. In this mechanism, we apply spaces not only to store the phase-shift causing the biggest cross correlation, but also to store other phaseshifts, such as those causing the second biggest or third biggest cross correlations. Thus, we have several maximum candidates queue in a descending order according to their cross correlation values. If the maximum phase-shift is not the real drift, we still have a great chance to find the real drift among the other candidate angle estimations. From the continuity of the cross correlation function, we can infer that a peak never appears solitarily. In other words, a maximum always has secondary maximums surrounding it. Then we can filter out the obviously wrong results by following this rule. Fig. 6 . Optimal maximum selection mechanism. Figure 6 helps to explain the rule clearly. The phase-shift of seven degrees has no secondary maximums surrounding it, so it is filtered out. Then we move to the secondary maximum candidate, the phase-shift of one degree, and find that zero degrees and two degrees are surrounding it. As a result, the phase-shift of one degree takes the new maximum place and becomes the true matching outcome.
B. Hierarchical Histogram Structure
Hierarchical histogram structure is a technique for speeding up the histogram matching process [10] . It first constructs a pair of higher layer histograms with a much rougher resolution, based on the original histogram pair, then runs rough matching with the higher layer histograms to find the most interested subarea in the original histograms, and finally launches intensive matching within the most interested subarea to determine the phase-shift which leads to the maximum value of the cross correlation function. The idea of hierarchical histogram structure can greatly reduce the computational cost when compared to the original traversing method. Taking a pair of translation histograms with 800 intervals as an example, the original traversing method will take 800×800 times of multiplication to find the maximum of the cross correlation function. If we construct a pair of higher layer histograms with 40 intervals, we just need to do 40×40 times multiplication to find the most interested subare first, and then do 20×20 times multiplication to determine the drift leading to the maximum cross correlation. An example for hierarchical histogram is given in Figure 7 .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Experiments are conducted using the real environmental data collected by the SICK LMS-221 laser range finder (see Figure 8 ). All programs of the experiments are coded in the MATLAB7.0 environment. The computer has an AMD Athlon(tm) 64 processor with a working frequency of 2.20GHz.
A. Real-Time Performance Test
First, the running speed of the multiplex histogram matching algorithm is compared with the original histogram matching algorithm and the fast histogram matching algorithm Fig. 7 . An example for hierarchical histogram structure. [10] . In this experiment, we use the three algorithms to match 1000 pairs of scans respectively, to repeat the matching for 5 times and to record the running durations in Table 1 . The readers can find the detailed settings of hierarchical histogram structure in Reference [10] . From Table I , we can see that although the multiplex histogram matching algorithm runs a little slower than the fast histogram matching algorithm, it is still much faster than the original method and shows a distinguish advantage in real-time localization applications.
B. Matching Accuracy Test
In this subsection, the matching accuracy is tested under different coefficient configurations, for the purpose of revealing the different influences coming from the feature components -"blank" histogram and "corner" histogram. The experiment is designed as follow: first, place the scanner in a static indoor environment; second, keep the gesture and position of the scanner immovable and collect 1000 pairs of scan data; finally, match the 1000 pairs of scan data under different coefficient configurations. Then, all the correct matching results should be 0 degrees in angle shift and 0 meters in X or Y translation shift, which makes the matching errors easy to find. Table II shows the matching errors when the three components of multiplex histograms working separately. We can see that the matching process of the pure angle histogram without feature information ends with a high mismatching ratio, 
while the "blank" histogram and the "corner" histogram can give precise results individually. Table III shows how the "blank" histogram helps to improve the matching accuracy. When the "blank" histogram was introduced in with η=0.2, the matching accuracy changed a little better than the case of matching pure angle histogram independently. With the increasing of η, the contribution of the "blank" histogram became larger and larger, and the matching accuracy went higher and higher, too. Finally η was set to 5. Then the "blank" histogram took the dominant position and carried out a perfect matching process without matching errors. From Table IV , we can infer that the "corner" histogram played a similar role as the "blank" histogram. Both the "blank" histogram and the "corner" histogram can make good use of the feature components in the laser scan to enhance the matching precision of the algorithm. Table V shows the matching errors when all the three histograms work together. We can see that through adapting the coefficients, the algorithm can reach a reasonable accuracy level.
C. A Matching Example
Because of the influences coming from the feature components, our new algorithm is also endowed with a distinguishing advantage in matching maps with large angle or translation drifts. Here, an instance of laser scan matching is given to reveal this advantage. The laser data used in this matching experiment was obtained during the 24th China Figure 8 is a picture of our robot with an LRF on the snow ground of Antarctic. In our experimental scenario, there were six poles standing on the snowy ground to provide abundant feature information. To generate a pair of maps with a large angle drift, we chose two scan frames of the same scenario, and added an angle phase-shift of 20 degrees to one frame. The pair of maps to be matched is displayed in Figure 9 .
Then we employed the original histogram matching algorithm to process the maps and obtained a new pair of maps after angle correction and translation correction (Figure 10) .
Obviously, the original histogram matching algorithm failed to carry out a correct matching, mainly due to the improper handling of the full range points. But when our new multiplex histogram matching algorithm was used to fulfill the matching task, with the settings of coefficients as λ = 1, η = 2, ξ = 2, a perfect matching was successfully reached, as shown in Figure 11 . The new algorithm amplified the effects of the feature components by tuning η and ξ to larger values, and finally accomplished a correct matching result. Through this experiment, we can infer that for the maps which have different quantities of geometrical features, the new algorithm can also get satisfying results by tuning the contributions of "blank" and "corner" histograms.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a multiplex histogram based algorithm for matching laser scans. The new algorithm takes geometrical feature components into account by building "blank" histogram and "corner" histogram, and reaches a satisfactory matching accuracy. With the alterable coefficients in the matching step, the new algorithm can adapt different environments of variable feature levels. Also, the optimal maximum selection mechanism helps to filter out accident errors, and hierarchical histogram structure helps to enhance the algorithm up to a high speed level. Experiments are conducted to prove the validity of the new algorithm.
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